ABSTRACT. For pos it ve operators on a Banach latt ice, abso Iute cont nu ity cond t ions are cons dered. An operator abso Iute y cont nuous with respect to T is compared to sums of compositions of T together with orthomorphisms or in special cases projections. Consequences For compact operators on functions spaces C(X) are considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
For positive operators S and T between real Banach lattices several types of "absolute continuity" have been defined. Here, we consider an absolute continuity which will be applicable to spaces which are not necessarily Dedekind complete. Several approximations of an operator absolutely continuous with respect to T are provided in terms of sums of operators of the form Qi0ToHi where Qi and H are orthomorphisms. These approximations are compared to results known for operators S less than T and For operators on Dedekind complete Banach lattices. We also examine the relationship between this and previous notions of absolute continuity. We begin by recalling the following definitions.
DEFINITION. (Luxemburg [!] ). Let E, F be Riesz spaces with S, T positive operators From E to F. We say that S is absolutely continuous with respect to T if for each positive element F in E, we have that SF is in the band generated by TF.
DEFINITION. (Feldman [2] ). Let E, F be Banach lattices with S, T positive operators From E to F. We say that S is -absolutely continuous with respect to T if for each positive element f in E, we have that SF is in the closure of the order ideal generated by TF.
We note that for linear Functionals on E C(X) (the continuous real-valued functions on a compact topological space X) when E is Dedekind complete, these two notions are equivalent to the usual definition of absolute continuity. The absolute continuity Introduced here will be shown to be equivalent to the usual notion for functionals on any C(X).
In what Follows we will refer to a decreasing sequence {fk} of positive elements of a Banach lattice E as a positive decreasinq sequence in E. We now introduce our version of absolute continuity.
DEFINITION. Let E, F be Banach Lattices and let S, T be positive operators from E to F. We say that S is sequentia11y absolutely continuious (s-absolutely continuous) with respect to T if For each positive decreasing sequence {Fk} in E and each positive linear functional on F, we have that lim(@(TFn))=O implies lim((Sfn))=O.
We will be concerned with Banach lattices with quasi-interior points. An element e of a Banach lattice E is a quasi-interior point if the order ideal generated by e is dense in E. Recall that the order ideal generated by e is the set of all elements whose absolute value is bounded by some multiple of e. If E is equal to the order ideal generated by an element e then e is an order unit. Recall that if E is a Banach lattice with quasi-interior point, the elements of E can be represented as extended real valued functions on a contract set X each Finite on a dense subset (see [3] ). We shall call X a representation space For E. Further, this representation contains C(X) as a dense order ideal. IF E has an order unit, the representation is equal to C(X). We denote bY Tthe subset of the linear operators from E to F which consists of a11 those positive operators S, For which S is s-absolutely continous with respect to T. Further and thus S can not be In the closure of the order ideal generated by T. It is routine to check using Proposition that S Is s-absolutely continous wlth respect to T. 3 Sfgyduy.
Since (y0S) is continuous, we have that S(1)y < (R), and therefore gy is in LI(X, Uy). Given 6 > 0 and f in C(X), there is an hy in C(X) such that lgy hyll < Elllfll. (see [5] , Thm 25.10). We define orthomorph sms QI on C (Y) and H on C(X) by
Thus we have by extending to E and F (e.g., see [2] When the spaces involved are Dedekind complete, approximations of this type have generally been given using proJection operators (e.g. [7] , [8] We Further note that the approximation given in Theorem 2 is not, in general, uniform. Let E F C(N') and define SF(x) f(x) and TF(x) (n(n)/n2=i + f((R)))l. As stated earlier S is s-absolutely continous with respect to T. T is compact (it has rank I), but S is not compact. IF the approximation given in Theorem 2 were uniform, then Theorem 4 would imply S is compact.
